
Tripod Mount Puluz with 26cm LED Ring Vlogging 1,1m  PKT3070 Ref: 5907489605243
Tripod Mount Puluz with 26cm LED Ring Vlogging 1,1m  PKT3070B

LED ring lamp with tripod
You can mount the LED ring lamp on the bracket. The head of the holder rotates 360° for convenient adjustment. The phone clamp is
compatible with phones from 6-8.5cm wide. Thanks to its lightweight and portable design, the tripod is convenient to use and carry, take
it for example on a trip or for outdoor photo shoots.
 
Perfect lighting
The lamp is made with energy-efficient LED beads that perfectly dissipate heat, preventing the housing from overheating. In addition, the
lighting  fantastically  reflects  natural  colors  and  enhances  skin  tones  in  photographs.  With  3  colors  to  choose  from  with  adjustable
brightness, you can quickly and easily adjust the effect of your photos according to your preference without using additional color filters.
What's more, the lamp's light is gentle and does not cause eye discomfort even with prolonged use.
 
Wide application
You will  use the light  when taking photos outdoors.  The lamp will  also perfectly  light  up the room during photo sessions,  shooting for
advertising projects or recording vlogs related to fashion and makeup. With the USB port you can charge the lamp and connect it to your
laptop, PC or charger.
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Adjustable tripod
The tripod is  made of  high quality aluminum, making it  durable.  You can easily fold the tripod legs,  which makes the tripod compact,
easy to store and carry. The height adjustment feature makes it easy to shoot at any angle. The clamp is compatible with cell  phone,
tablet, sports camera and DV camera among others.
 
Double phone holder
The holder is made of high quality material. It is removable and adjustable for even more comfortable use. In addition, the holder has the
ability to be used vertically and horizontally. The standard ¼-inch thread allows you to attach the holder to any device.
 
Package contents
LED ring light x1
Tripod holder x1
Tripod ball head x1
USB cable x1
Phone clamp x1
Double phone bracket x1
Selfie remote control x1
Carrying bag x1
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT3070B
Number of LED beads
2 x 60
Model of beads
2835
Luminous flux
24-26 lm
Color temperature
3200-5600 K
Power
0.39-9.4 W
Voltage
5 V
CRI
>95
Dimming range
1-100%
Material
ABS + acrylic lamp cover
Dimensions
Outer diameter: 260 mm;Inner diameter: 210 mm
Interface
USB
Cable length
2 m
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Price:

€ 32.50
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